________________________________ PRESS NEWS _______________________________
THRE GLASSES FOR VILLA SPINOSA.
"JAGO" 2011, VALPOLICELLA RIPASSO CLASSICO SUPERIORE
AWARDED FROM GAMBERO ROSSO
A very important award goes to Villa Spinosa in Valpolicella this year: the wine guide “Italian
Wines 2016” of Gambero Rosso, rating the best wines and the best wineries in Italy, awarded a
prestigious "TRE BICCHIERI " to our wine VALPOLICELLA RIPASSO CLASSICO SUPERIORE “JAGO”
2011.
We are always happy to see our efforts rewarded. This is to Villa Spinosa a prize to our wine
style, always inspired by the tradition and bond to the region, which honors the heritage of our
winemaker, a Master, who loved Valpolicella and believed in its potential and particularly in the
technique of Ripasso and the drying of the grapes.
JAGO is an historical cru vineyard on the hills of Negrar; thanks to the peculiarities of the terroir,
the wine gains enough elegance elegant to overcome power.
JAGO is elegant, a Valpolicella Ripasso with great character but drinkable, rich in scents and
spices.
JAGO is a thrill for those who choose to taste a Three Glasses wine but even for us, looking
back to 1990, when we wanted to enhance the grapes of our vineyards and we started to
produce wines of Villa Spinosa by our own, among them Jago Ripasso, Amarone and Recioto,
thus becoming ourselves ambassadors of Valpolicella in the world.
Next appointments for our wine lovers are:
at Villa Spinosa in Jago to let you taste our wines,
in Rome on October 17th for the official award ceremony of all Italian Three Glasses wines 2016,
in New York on February 9th in 2016 for one of Gambero Rosso international events,
further events and exhibitions
Enjoy with us!!

Villa Spinosa, run by Enrico Cascella Spinosa is located in the heart of
Valpolicella Classica at the foot of the Colle Masua hill in Negrar on a panoramic
position borded by the courtyards and the estates’s vineyards and adorned by
the historical Italian style garden. The most precious parts of the Villa Spinosa
estate are the Jago, Figari and Costa del Buso cru vineyards.
Villa Spinosa, September 2015
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